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Leadership is pivotal to delivering performance. ENGAGE’s leadership 360 
diagnostic assesses against five core leadership attributes and the extent to 
which leaders are living the values that define the cultural DNA of YOUR business. 
Tailored to your context and priorities, our 360 tool is focused on helping leaders 
drive the outcomes that deliver sustainable performance.

ENGAGE takes a different 
approach…

Driven by science
Data-driven decisions 
powered by world-class 
technology. ENGAGE uses a 
bespoke blend of integrated 
measurement and diagnostic 
tools to inform better 
people strategies and drive 
sustainable transformation. 

Focused on outcomes
ENGAGE’s leadership and 
engagement solutions are 
designed to deliver your 
specific organisational 
goals. We develop tailored 
interventions that help 
organisations define, 
communicate and connect 
employees with strategy.

Tailored to your 
organisation
There is no one-size-fits-
all solution. ENGAGE’s 
leadership and engagement 
programmes are completely 
customised to reflect your 
unique culture, incorporating 
your values, behaviours and 
organisational DNA.

CONTINUED
OVERLEAF
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Values-led leadership matters hugely. The other 
20% of leadership impact is made up of a unique 
element which varies by company: whether 
leaders are living by the singular, stated values of 
the organisation.

There is a core set of factors in effective 
leadership. We have identified five core elements 
which make up the fundamentals of leadership: 
our data suggest this accounts for around 80% of 
effective leadership.

What we know:

ENGAGE can help you assess and improve performance on all of these aspects via our 
manager 360 tool.

Values-led leadership:
Values define the cultural DNA of a 
business. And leaders are vital role 
models for those values. If leaders 
don’t live the values, no-one else in a 
company will. All of our research data 
shows that, when leaders are seen to be 
living the values, employees feel more 
engaged. When they are more engaged, 
they deliver better results.

Our 360 approach adds a vital, 
company-specific aspect beyond the 
five core elements of leadership. We ask 
whether a leaders’ direct reports, peers 
and their own manager believe they are 
truly living these specific values day-in, 
day-out. We can tailor the diagnostics 
to measure the core values at a high 
level or the behaviours under each 
value in more detail.

Core elements of leadership:

INDIVIDUAL FOCUSED 
5. Exercising leadership DNA

PEOPLE FOCUSED
3. Engaging people
4. Building talent

BUSINESS FOCUSED
1. Thinking strategically
2. Executing for results



CONTACT US
To make your start today, contact;

E: info@engagegroup.co.uk

Tel 
+44 (0) 20 3176 4531

Address 
414 / 416 Metal Box Factory,  
30 Great Guildford Street,  
London, SE1 0HS

Website 
engagegroup.co.uk

ENGAGE’s leadership 360 approach is fully integrated with our whole suite of leadership and engagement tools. 
We strongly believe that truly outstanding performance only occurs where great leadership and deep engagement 
happen together. Our data proves that this intersection is where strong talent attraction and retention, great 
customer or client service and sustainable performance occur.

The BLUEPRINT for effective strategic engagement 

ENGAGE helps create HIGHLY ENGAGED and EFFECTIVELY LED organisations. To achieve this, we build client programmes 
based on our BLUEPRINT for effective strategic engagement.

ENGAGEMENT
BLUEPRINT

Engagement strategy is 
fully aligned with the 
organisation’s vision, 
strategy and values

Technology is used as 
an enabler of effective 
strategic engagement

A research-
led  approach 

supports data-
driven decision 

making

Organisational 
values create a 

culture  
that underpins the 

strategic goals

Engaged leaders 
effectively engage 

employees with the 
vision and strategy

Engaged managers 
drive impactful 

change at a local level

are leaders taking a big-picture,
long-term strategic

perspective? Are they
communicating the vision

and strategy clearly to
key stakeholders?

are leaders engaging their
people to perform through a
balance of communication,

recognition and performance
management?

are leaders focusing
on getting things done
through clear priorities,

relentless focus and
strong people and change

management?

are leaders attracting,
developing and retaining
talent both for now and

for the future?

Exercising leadership “DNA”:
are leaders displaying
foundational, personal

leadership traits such as 
selfawareness,
integrity, focus,

relationship-building, conflict
resolution, resilience and

a learning mind-set?


